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44' (13.00m)   2023   Krogen   44 AE
Unknown  Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Krogen
Engines: Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: Cruise Speed: Knots
Engine HP: Max Speed: Knots
Beam: Cabins/Heads: /
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: Fuel:

Call for Price
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Data Sheet

Category: Trawlers
Subcategory: Motor Yachts
Condition: New
Model Year: 2023
LOA: 44' (13.41m)

Knots
Knots
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

For Sale

HIGHLIGHTED BY A NEW GALLEY LAYOUT AND A MORE GENEROUSLY SIZED FLYBRIDGE, the
newest Kadey-Krogen model, the Krogen 44' AE, is built on and inspired by the success of the Krogen 48' AE introduced
in 2011. The new Krogen 44' AE replaces the Krogen 44', which had 26 hulls launched and was itself a breakthrough
model that succeeded the venerable world traveler, the salty, seakindly classic Krogen 42' originally introduced in 1977.

The Krogen 44' AE is the result of a careful collaborative effort between owners, prospective owners and the Kadey-
Krogen in-house design team lead by naval architect Dave Glasco. There are more than 50 ergonomic and technical
changes that differentiate the Krogen 44' AE from her predecessor. Advanced ergonomic highlights include full walk-thru
cockpit boarding doors, walk-in engine room access, an available companion seat next to the helm chair on the flybridge
plus an L-shaped settee with a table perfect for entertaining, and the galley’s new four-burner Viking range and an 18-
cubic foot refrigerator that opens to port for the chef’s convenience. LED lighting and a new engine room ventilation
system utilizing intake and exhaust axial fans with moisture eliminators headline a substantial list of technical upgrades.

Select from several spacious guest stateroom layouts: a den/office arrangement, a dedicated queen berth suite, or “Jack
and Jill” berths for the grandkids. Kadey-Krogen provides flexible options for the guest stateroom so owners may
configure the space to best fit their lifestyle and cruising plans.

In the new Krogen 44' AE, every detail has undergone careful scrutiny. Some changes are significant and obvious and
others are more subtle or behind-the-scenes. But, each change is driven by customer input and the resulting exciting
new look and greater utility reflected in the Krogen 44' AE will be appreciated by those who understand and embrace the
cruising lifestyle.

Since the first Kadey-Krogen was launched in 1977, our yachts have confidently cruised the world.  No other builder has
our length of experience or dedicated owner feedback, and as a result, the new generation of Kadey-Krogens are by far
the best long-range choice available - on any sea.  to learn more about the design and construction of a Kadey-Krogen
click here: http://kadeykrogen.com/design/integrity

For additional information on a new Krogen 44'AE click here: http://kadeykrogen.com/44/

Disclaimer

Pricing and specifications subject to change without notice.
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Krogen 44' AE at anchor  
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Gourmet Galley  
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The master berth is a true queen bed  

Large bureau and hanging lockers  
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Front loading washer and dryer  
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Pilothouse  

Galley flows into the saloon  
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"L" or "U" shape settee available  
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Head with separate stall shower  
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Den/guest stateroom  

Flybridge with table  
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